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Abstract 
Air pollution is a serious public health issue around the globe that needs to be addressed. 

The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates there are 7 million deaths annually 

resulting from air pollution, with an estimated 4.2 million of these resulting from ambient 

air pollution. Pollution from vehicle transport emissions is a significant component of this 

problem worldwide and pollution control programmes utilising ambient monitoring, 

annualised vehicle checks for licensing, random testing and so forth conducted by 

government or commercial organisations have not been able to satisfactorily control and 

reduce this issue. Traditional detection and testing methods alone are not sufficient to 

reduce vehicle emissions without the addition of non-intrusive wide spread vehicle fleet 

monitoring. To deliver such non-intrusive monitoring, Remote Sensing (RS) of vehicle 

emissions can be utilised. Since September 2014, RS has been deployed by the Hong 

Kong Environmental Protection Department (HKEPD) to identify Gasoline and Liquified 

Petroleum Gas (LPG) fuelled vehicles excessively emitting pollutants. Analysis and 

assessment of the effectiveness of this HKEPD RS system application by investigating 

the data from the enforcement programme has been undertaken. This allowed assessment 

of areas of uncertainty from RS measurements or the available programme knowledge to 

be identified for potential improvements. Furthermore, this permitted study of RS 

variability under controlled experimental conditions and also the determination of 

common engine faults generating high emissions. The knowledge and benefits from these 

studies are able to be utilised to develop technology and facilitate improvements into the 

RS programme. 

To understand how effective the emissions control programme using RS was, an 

investigation was undertaken to assess RS data for Gasoline and LPG vehicles collected 

by the HKEPD from 6th January 2012 to 30th December 2016. This encompassed a large 

dataset of 2,144,422 records. The analysis of the data showed the highest Emissions 

Factors (EFs) for the first two measurement years. This was followed by significant 

improvements in the LPG vehicle fleet after a maintenance programme in 2013 then 

followed by further improvements with the influence of RS based enforcement and 

subsequent effective repairs of high emitting vehicles in 2015 and 2016. The analysis 

allowed identification of individual vehicles, makes and models of vehicles and years of 

manufacture where high emitters and problematic models could be assessed and targeted 

for follow up maintenance and verification testing. The results showed by 2016 that there 
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were significant EFs reductions of 40.5% HC, 45.3% CO and 29.6% NO for gasoline 

vehicles. Furthermore, EF reductions of 48.4% HC, 41.1% CO and 58.7% NO were 

achieved for LPG vehicles. This analysis highlighted the capability this unique emissions 

enforcement programme utilising RS to effectively reduce vehicle emissions and in turn 

improve air quality. 

Upon implementation of RS enforcement by the HKEPD, it was apparent that there was 

a significant lack of knowledge in the automotive repair industry’s capability to identify 

various emissions problems and how to implement repairs to pass the mandatory short 

duration chassis dynamometer emissions test. To help address this, I undertook research 

for the HKEPD to develop a Toyota Crown Comfort Taxi with relevant engine hardware 

which could simulate 15 different faults that could impact emissions. Testing of these 

simulated fault conditions showed they could increase emissions by up to 317%, 782% 

and 282% for THC, CO and NOx respectively. The knowledge developed from this was 

used to educate the repair industry on the largest emissions fault sources so effective 

repairs could be performed on high emitting vehicles to return them to an optimum 

performance condition. 

The analysis of the RS programme data showed the technique is mainly effective for 

identifying gross emitters for earlier emissions standard vehicles (Pre Euro to Euro 5). To 

improve this situation, testing and calibration devices were built and experiments 

conducted to assess potential sources of measurement variability. As the experiments with 

the devices were refined and control improved, they identified that the temperature of 

exhaust gas being measured impacted the RS measurements. A measured ΔT of 14.6°C 

resulted in 2.6% variation in the RS data for the same CO2 concentration. As gas 

temperature variation across a plume could be significantly higher, the RS percentage 

variation would increase in proportion to the temperature. This could impact every RS 

measurement, further experiments were developed and confirmed the influence of 

exhaust gas temperature. Utilising this information, a vehicle-based experiment was 

designed to determine exhaust plume temperature profiles using a chassis dynamometer 

with gasoline and diesel test vehicles. From the experimental data, a speed temperature 

profile was determined. To improve RS reliability, such measurements should occur 50 

cm away from the exhaust tailpipe which helps reduce temperature related variability. 

Applying this will help to improve RS measurement accuracy, with an aim to make RS 

effective for all types of vehicles regardless of fuel or their size. 
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ρweight Calibration weight density for span balance 

ρmedia PM sample medium density (filter) 

Pabs Absolute pressure in balance chamber 

Mmix Molar mass of air in balance chamber (28.836 g/mol) 

R Molar gas constant (8.314 g/mol) 

Tamb Absolute ambient temperature in balance chamber.  

ΔT Temperature difference 

N particulate number emissions  

V Corrected volume of the diluted exhaust gas 

K calibration factor for correction of particulate number counter 

measurements.  

𝐶�̅� Corrected concentration of particulates of diluted exhaust gas. 

𝑓�̅� mean particulate concentration reduction factor 
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